TIPS FOR KNEE HEALTH

Staying Active After 40—On And Off The Green
(NAPSA)—Nancy Lopez is a
Hall of Fame professional golfer.
She has had osteoarthritis of the
knee for several years.
Lopez found relief from arthritis pain in her knee by using an
increasingly popular treatment
called Synvisc® (hylan G-F 20). In
this treatment, fluid is injected
directly into the knee to help
lubricate and cushion the joint,
thereby reducing pain due to
osteoarthritis. Based on her experience, Lopez offers tips to help
stay in step with health and fitness—on or off the golf course.
Off The Golf Course
• Talk with your doctor
before starting any exercise
program. Talk about how you
feel to assist your doctor in determining what diet and exercise
regimen is right for you. Follow up
and report your progress. If you
experience knee pain, ask about
treatment options.
• Get at least 30 minutes of
cardiovascular exercise 2-3
times per week. Choose something you enjoy but remember low
impact exercises, such as swimming, brisk walking, aerobics, and
stationary cycling are easier on
the knee joints. Start gradually
and stay on course.
• Train with weights. This can
build strength and help you keep fit
and trim. It can also strengthen knee
muscles and tendons, helping to protect the knee joint.
• Stay limber. Gentle stretching improves the flexibility of tendons and joints, increasing the
ability to resist strain. Yoga or t’ai
chi classes can be great places to
learn stretching exercises.
If you have osteoarthritis of the
knee, you may experience stiffness
in the front or back of your leg.
Stretching your front leg muscles (quadriceps) and the back of
your legs (hamstrings) can help
reduce this stiffness.
• Eat right. The right amount
of healthy foods can help keep

(NAPSA)—Witches and goblins
and ghosts, oh my! To make Halloween fun, exciting and safe for
your trick-or-treaters, consider
these tips from the experts at Velcro USA Inc.

Golf star Nancy Lopez knows
how to treat her knees.
your body fit. A balanced diet low
in fat and sugar can help you stay
trim, so your knee joints won’t
have to support too much weight.
Foods rich in calcium can help
strengthen bones.
On The Golf Course
• Warm up before you begin a
round of golf or any exercise.
Stretch your neck, hips, shoulders, arms and legs.
• Walk the course when you
golf. Walking can protect knee
joints by strengthening muscles
around the joints.
• Take frequent practice
swings before teeing off to keep
your muscles and joints limber.
• Wear comfortable shoes to
reduce the strain on knees and
feet. Use insoles if necessary.
• Don’t overdo it. Repetitive
motion can cause the stress that
leads to injuries.
For more information on the
Synvisc® (hylan G-F 20) treatment
that worked for Nancy Lopez, see
your doctor; call 1-888-793-2486;
or visit www.synvisc.com.
Synvisc was developed and
is manufactured by Genzyme
Biosurgery and is marketed and
d i s t r i b u t e d b y Wy e t h - Ay e r s t
Laboratories.

• Map out a route before the
big day. Highlight where kids are
allowed to venture, making sure
they only visit friendly, welcoming
houses.
• Use flashlights to increase
trick-or-treaters’ visibility to oncoming traffic.
• Secure name, address, and
phone number inside costumes.
• Share a special time with
your children by helping them
make their own costumes. Use
every day items, fabrics, remnants
and VELCRO brand hook and loop
fasteners to create animals or
scary characters.
• Create a cuddly puppy, kitten
or a fierce tiger by cutting out felt
eyes, nose, floppy ears and tongue.
Affix them to a knit ski mask or
oversize baseball cap with VELCRO
brand Sticky-Back Coins. Cut out
irregular spots or stripes and stick
to a black or white sweatshirt.
• Create a dashing magician’s
cape from a large plastic garbage
bag. Affix felt stars and moons with
more of the hook and loop coins.
• Hang spooky decorations
inside and outside the house with
VELCRO® Sticky-Back coins, making all removable for next year’s
celebration.
• Tag along with a camera to
catch fun moments, and remind
the kids to say “thank you!”
®
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Keeping Track Of Our Energy Resources
(NAPSA)—The current debate
over how best to meet our energy
needs affects nearly everyone.
While the demand for energy continues to increase, production
from existing domestic oil and gas
fields has declined. At the same
time, the public has come to
expect that the environment will
be protected during exploration
and production.
One branch of the federal government is doing what it can to
find scientific solutions to the problem. Through its Energy Resources
Program, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) is engaged in:
• assessing national and world
energy resources and their geological framework,
• evaluating the environmental and economic effects of the
production and use of fossil fuels,
and
• delivering energy resource
inf ormation to the land and
resource management bureaus of
the Department of the Interior,
other federal agencies, state geological surveys, the energy
industry and the environmental
community.
For example, the USGS is currently assessing the nation’s natural gas endowment and the potential for adding to the reserves of oil
and gas in the United States.
The assessment evaluates which
areas have the best potential for
producing natural gas and ways to
improve assessment techniques. A
similar assessment of the U.S.’s
coal resources will be completed
by early 2002.
Given that our nation imports

Chew on this fact!—Fossil
teeth from ancient marine animals may point the way to new
sources of energy.
more than 50 percent of the oil it
consumes, knowledge of world
energy resources is also important.
As a result, the USGS recently
completed an assessment of the 76
most productive gas producing
regions in the world.
Looking ahead, agency scientists are using the power of science to investigate new sources of
clean, abundant energy, including
geo-thermal energy, natural gas—
also known as methane—from
coal beds, and methane hydrates.
According to USGS Director
Chip Groat, good energy strategies depend on credible assessments of undiscovered resources.
Said Groat, “Energy policy for
this country needs to be guided
by good science.”
The USGS believes knowing
about the history of the earth and its
resources helps to ensure the safety
and security of our energy future.
To learn more about earth science solutions, visit the Web site
at http://ask.usgs.gov.

✁

Note to Editors: This article is part of an awareness series for Earth Science
Week, October 7-13, 2001, sponsored by the American Geological Institute, a partner of the USGS. However, this article is evergreen and can be used anytime.

✁
Note to Editor: Synvisc is used to relieve osteoarthritic knee pain in
patients who do not get adequate relief from exercise, physical therapy,
and simple painkillers, e.g., acetaminophen. Synvisc has similar lubrication and cushioning properties as the joint fluid of healthy, young 18to 27-year-olds. One course of treatment with Synvisc—three doctoradministered injections over 15 days—can provide pain relief for
months, as well as help restore mobility, in patients at all stages of the
disease. The most pain relief and the greatest amount of treatment success occur 8 to 12 weeks after Synvisc treatment begins. Synvisc is generally well tolerated; however, it may not work for everyone. Individual
results may vary. The most commonly reported side effects are temporary pain, swelling, and/or fluid accumulation in the injected knee
(about 2 percent of injections). If fluid accumulation is large or painful,
patients should call their doctor. Other side effects, such as rash, have
been reported rarely. Patients should advise their doctor if they are
allergic to chicken products or if their leg is swollen or infected. The
results of repeat use have not been established.

Check Out
These Web Sites:
Patanol at www.patanol.com.
The National Pest Management Association at www.pestworld.org.
The Black Alliance for Educational Options at www.baeoonline.org.
A “Taking Control of Asthma” tip card in both English and Spanish is
available at www.lungusa.org.
The Prudential Spirit of Community Awards at www.prudential.com.
Advice from Keen.com at www.keen.com.
The American Nuclear Society at www.ans.org/pi/np/oklo.
Church World Service at www.churchworldservice.org.
TREA Senior Citizens League at www.tscl.org.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency at www.flood
alert.fema.gov.

***
There are few sorrows, however
poignant, in which a good
income is of no avail.
—Logan Pearsall Smith
***

***
Beauty as we feel it is something
indescribable: what it is or what
it means can never be said.
—George Santayana
***
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Having New Fun With Classic Games
(NAPSA)—This year, a number
of classic games have gotten “face
lifts.” Many gaming favorites have
been given new looks, rules or
capabilities—and a growing number of people who play “holiday
gift givers” have used the new versions to help make their gift giving more fun.
For example, the classic video
game, “Tetris,” has a new version
from THQ called Tetris Worlds.
The object of the original game is
to position the falling pieces—
called “Tetraminoes”—across the
bottom of a rectangular pit.
The Tetraminoes must be
rotated as they fall and positioned
across the bottom, leaving no
spaces. When an entire horizontal
line fills with blocks, the line
clears from the screen and the
Tetraminoes continue to stack
higher and higher. If the stack
reaches the top of the screen, the
game is over.
Since its creation more than ten
years ago, the game has become a
favorite in many gaming circles
and is the world’s best-selling
licensed electronic game.
This version of the game, available for Game Boy Advance,
PlayStation 2 and PC, provides a

Giving new versions of favorite
games can be a great way to have
holiday fun.
few distinct variations on the old
favorite.
The new version “transports”
players to a universe where Tetris
is played differently on different
planets. Players can test their
block-dropping skills in the most
popular version of the game, or
exciting new versions with different rules and strategies.
The new version also features
multiplayer capabilities that let
fans compete directly against one
another.
For more information, visit
www.thq.com.

